Action sequences within and across hands: evidence for hand-related sequence learning.
Recent research into the acquisition of action sequences involving both hands suggests that the hand-related (sub)sequences are learned at least partly independently of one another. Here we investigated hand-related sequence learning with a novel approach. Eight stimuli were divided into two sets. Participants responded simultaneously to a pair of stimuli (one from each set) with keystrokes of both hands. The stimuli from one set appeared according to a probabilistic structure; no such structure was imposed on the other set of stimuli. The structured stimuli either were assigned to keystrokes of one hand only or were evenly distributed across keystrokes of both hands. Sequence learning was more pronounced under the within-hands assignment than under the across-hands assignment. This finding corroborates hand-related sequence learning and suggests that the executing hand constitutes a dimension that facilitates learning of sequential regularities among elements that pertain to this hand.